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Abstract
Understanding the mechanics of turbulent fluid flow is of key importance
for industry and society as for example in aerodynamics and aero-acoustics.
The massive computational cost for resolving all turbulent scales in a realistic
problem makes direct numerical simulation of the underlying Navier-Stokes
equations impossible. Recent advances in adaptive finite element methods
offer a new powerful tool in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The
computational cost for simulating turbulent flow can be minimized where
the mesh is adaptively resolved, based on a posteriori error control. These
adaptive methods have been implemented for efficient serial computations,
but the extension to an efficient parallel solver is a challenging task.
This work concerns the development of an adaptive finite element method
for modern parallel computer architectures. We present efficient data structures and data decomposition methods for distributed unstructured tetrahedral meshes. Our work also concerns an efficient parallellization of local mesh
refinement methods such as recursive longest edge bisection.
We also address the load balance problem with the development of an
a priori predictive dynamic load balancing method. Current results are encouraging with almost linear strong scaling to thousands of cores on several
modern architectures.
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Sammanfattning
Förståelsen av mekaniken bakom turbulent flöde är av en central betydelse för både industri och samhälle exempelvis i aerodynamik och aero-akustik.
Den höga beräkningskostnaden för att lösa upp alla turbulenta skalor för
ett realistiskt problem gör en direkt numerisk simulering av Navier-Stokes
ekvationer omöjlig. De senaste framstegen inom adaptiva finita element metoder ger ett nytt kraftfullt verktyg inom Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). Beräkningskostnaden för en simulering av turbulent flöde kan minimeras genom att beräkningsnätet adaptivt förfinas baserat på en a posteriori
felkontroll. Dessa adaptiva metoder har tidigare implementerats för seriella
beräkningar, medan en effektiv parallellisering av metoden inte är trivial.
I denna avhandling presenterar vi vår utveckling av en adaptiv finita element lösare, anpassad för moderna parallella datorarkitekturer. Effektiva datastrukturer och metoder för ostrukturerade beräkningsnät av tetrahedrar
presenteras. Avhandlingen behandlar även effektiv parallellisering av lokala
nätförfiningsmetoder, exempelvis recursive longest edge bisection.
Även lastbalanseringsproblematiken behandlas, där problemet lösts genom
utvecklandet av en prediktiv dynamisk lastbalanseringsmetod. Nuvarande resultat är lovande med nästan linjär stark skalning till tusentals kärnor på flera
moderna arkitekturer.
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Part I

Introductory chapters

1

Chapter 1

Introduction
Understanding the irregular motion of turbulent flow is one of the key challenges
facing engineers in several fields, for example aerodynamics, and aero-acoustics.
In order to optimize a given design one has to either rely on expensive wind tunnel experiments or derive a mathematical model that can be simulated within a
computer. We model the motion of incompressible Newtonian fluid flow by the
Navier-Stokes equations with constant kinematic viscosity ν > 0, in Ω ⊂ R3 over a
time interval I = (0, T ]:
u̇ + (u · ∇)u + ∇p − ν∆u = f,

(x, t) ∈ Ω × I,

∇ · u = 0,

(x, t) ∈ Ω × I,

0

u(x, 0) = u (x),

(1.1)

x ∈ Ω,

with u(x, t) the velocity vector, p(x, t) the pressure, u0 (x) initial data and a body
force f (x, t). The stress tensor is defined by σij = −νij (u) + pδij , with the strain
rate tensor ij = 1/2(∂ui /∂xj + ∂uj /∂xi ) and the Kronecker delta function δij .
A tremendous amount of computing power has been expended to solve these
equations, often for simple geometries, far from engineering applications. Therefore,
computing a turbulent solution for a complex geometry is often referred to as a
grand challenge problem.
The ability to compute a time resolved solution to (1.1) for a realistic geometry,
within a reasonable amount of time, would open up a new world of possibilities
for flow simulation. In the future an engineer might be able to perform such a
simulation on a workstation. Until then we have to rely on large parallel computers
for such a simulation.
However, even with cutting edge high performance hardware such a simulation
still takes too long. Adaptive finite element methods provide powerful and cost
effective techniques for simulating turbulent flow on a serial computer. If it was
possible to employ these methods on a parallel computer, and make it efficient, it
would enable time resolved simulation of turbulent flow past complex geometries,
within a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, we also strive towards a general
3
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method that can be applied to a wide class of problems, unlike toady’s scientific
software that are often tailored for a certain application.
Based on recent advances on adaptive computation of turbulent flow based on
General Galerkin (G2) finite element methods, the main part of this work concerns
the efficient simulation of fluid flow using adaptive methods on modern distributed
memory machines. We develop suitable data structures and algorithms that enable
us to derive an efficient solver which shows near linear strong scaling to thousands
of cores. This new work enables us to accurately simulate turbulent flow past a
complex geometry, for example a landing gear.

Figure 1.1: A large scale problem. Vorticity computed around a landing gear [1].
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. First we give an introduction to high performance computing in chapter 2, and define the setting for our
parallel computations. In chapter 3 we present the cG(1)cG(1) method for simulation of turbulent fluid flow. In chapter 4 we present the foundation for a high
performance adaptive finite element solver, describe in detail which components are
needed and different parallelization strategies. Finally in chapter 5 we describe our
implementation in the open source project FEniCS.

Chapter 2

High performance computing
High performance computing is a rapidly evolving field where architectures and
programming paradigms are likely to change from one day to another. A good
example is the recent shift towards parallel computing in commodity hardware with
chip multicore processors (cmp). Parallel computing is not new, it has been used
to tackle grand challenge problems almost as long as supercomputers have been
around but the recent introduction of cmp hardware has changed the meaning of
high performance computing to always involve some kind of massive parallelism.

2.1

Parallel architectures

In recent years the state of the art in parallel computer architectures has changed
rapidly from systems with a few processors, symmetric multiprocessors (smp), to
massively parallel systems with thousands of multicore processors. Up until recently
the unit often used to describe the size of a system was the number of processors.
In order to make it clear we from now on use the term processing element (PE) to
describe the number of units that can perform useful computational work in the
system, processors or most likely the number of cores.
A coarse grained classification of parallel architectures can be made depending
on how PEs are able to access the memory. Shared memory architectures are those
where all the processing elements can access the same global memory. All PEs
are often connected to a bus or a high speed crossbar switch. These systems can
scale to around one thousand PEs with a common global memory address space.
However, for large number of cores the cost to access memory is seldom uniform.
Hence, on these systems much work has to be invested in optimizing how PEs are
accessing memory such that cache misses and memory contentions are reduced.
The distributed memory architectures have one or several PEs contained inside a
node. These nodes are then connected together with a high speed network. These
systems can scale to an extremely large number of PEs, hundreds of thousands.
However, the price to pay for such an extreme scalability is the interconnect la5
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tency, which is often several magnitudes higher than accessing local memory. Since
distributed memory systems are more common to come across, this work mostly
focuses on high performance finite element computations on distributed memory
architectures.

2.2

Computational speedup

Another important factor apart from different architectures in high performance
computing is the scalability and speedup of a code running on thousands of PEs.
Here we define the parallel speedup Sp of using p processing elements as:
Sp =

T1
Tp

(2.1)

where T1 is the best sequential time and Tp is the time for running on p PEs. Now
it is natural to ask ourself, what is the maximum speedup one can obtain from
using p PEs? Suppose our computation depends on N independent tasks. If we
use p processing elements it is obvious that the computation can be computed p
times faster, since all tasks can be solved concurrently. This is an upper bound [29]
which leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 1 On a given parallel machine and for a fixed problem size, the best p
processing element computation is at most p times faster than the best sequential
computation
T1
Tp ≥
p
In theory we can solve any large scale problem p times faster. However, there are
some limiting factors that has a negative impact on the actual performance of a
code. In the reasoning above we stated that all tasks can be solved concurrently.
Suppose that a fraction α of the serial running time T1 has to be executed in serial.
By using p PEs we can only eliminate (1 − α)T1 of the serial running time, hence a
total parallel runtime of Tp = αT1 + (1 − α)T1 /p. Inserted into (2.1) this leads to
Amdahl’s law [2]:
p
(2.2)
Sp =
1 + (p − 1)α
So even for an infinite number of PEs, the maximum speedup will still be limited
by the serial fraction Sp ≤ 1/α. It should also be taken into consideration that
this is a rather pessimistic upper bound. However, it illustrates the importance of
eliminating serial parts in order to efficiently solve a large scale problem, the core
part of this work.

Chapter 3

Simulation of turbulent flow
To simulate turbulent flow one has to solve the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1). These
solutions are inherently expensive to compute and the state of the art numerical
methods can be divided into three different categories. First, for the most accurate
simulation one has to rely on a direct numerical simulation (DNS), which solves the
Navier-Stokes equations (1.1) without any turbulence model. Hence, the method
needs to resolve all scales of turbulent flow in order to be accurate. Therefore it is
too expensive for complex domains for which we are interested in.
The industry standard today is to rely on (stationary) Reynolds averaged NavierStokes (RANS) simulations. These equations are a time-average variant of NavierStokes equations (1.1). They are less expensive to compute than a full DNS simulation, but the time-average will not resolve certain properties of time dependent
problems.
Large eddy simulation (LES) can be used to capture time dependent problems
accurately, and deliver an increased detail compared to the time-averaged RANS
method, modeling unresolved scales in a subgrid model. It is less computationally
demanding than DNS but is significantly more demanding than RANS. Yet, for a
complex problem such a simulation can still take several days to complete, which
is far too long for industry design needs.

3.1

General Galerkin (G2) for turbulent flow

The simulation methodology we use for turbulent flow computations uses a finite
element method with piecewise linear approximation in space and time, with numerical stabilization in the form of a weighted least squares method based on the
residual. We refer to this method as General Galerkin (G2) [13]. It is a time resolved method, and it shares features with an “implicit” LES, i.e. a LES without
an explicit subgrid model, relying on the numerical method to dissipate turbulent
kinetic energy. Since G2 is a finite element method it can easily handle complex
domains in contrast to DNS/LES methods based on structured meshes, which are
7
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for efficiency reasons often bound to domains of geometric primitives. Furthermore,
since full resolution of turbulent boundary layers is impossible, we use a skin friction boundary condition suitable for very high Reynolds number flow simulation,
in the spirit of basic boundary layer models [28].

3.1.1

The cG(1)cG(1) method

The cG(1)cG(1) method we use is based on the continuous Galerkin method cG(1)
in space and time. In space both test and trial functions are continuous piecewise
linear, but in time test functions are piecewise constant while trial functions are
continuous piecewise linear. Let 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tN = T be a sequence of discrete
time steps with associated time intervals In = (tn−1 , tn ) of length kn = tn − tn−1
and space-time slabs Sn = Ω × In , and let W n ⊂ H 1 (Ω) be a finite element space
consisting of continuous piecewise linear functions on a tetrahedral mesh Tn = {K}
of mesh size hn (x) with Wwn the functions v ∈ W n satisfying the Dirichlet boundary
condition v|Γ = w.
We seek Û = (U, P ), continuous piecewise linear in space and time, and the
cG(1)cG(1) method for Navier-Stokes (1.1) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions reads: For n = 1, ..., N , find (U n , P n ) ≡ (U (tn ), P (tn )) with U n ∈ V0n ≡
[W0n ]3 and P n ∈ W n , such that
((U n − U n−1 )kn−1 + Ū n · ∇Ū n , v) + (2ν(Ū n ), (v)) − (P n , ∇ · v)
+ (∇ · Ū n , q) + SDδn (Ū n , P n ; v, q) = (f, v) ∀v̂ = (v, q) ∈ V0n × W n ,

(3.1)

where Ū n = 12 (U n + U n−1 ) and P n are piecewise constant in time over In , with
the stabilizing term
SDδn (Ū n , P n ; v, q) ≡
n

n

(3.2)
n

n

n

(δ1 (Ū · ∇Ū + ∇P − f ), Ū · ∇v + ∇q) + (δ2 ∇ · Ū , ∇ · v),
and
(v, w) =

X Z
K∈Tn

((v), (w)) =

3
X

v · w dx,

K

(ij (v), ij (w)),

i,j=1
−1/2
with the stabilization parameters δ1 = κ1 (kn−2 + |U n−1 |2 h−2
and δ2 = κ2 hn ,
n )
where κ1 and κ2 are positive constants of unit size. Within an adaptive algorithm,
G2 is less computational demanding than standard DNS/LES based on ad hoc
construction of the mesh [11, 12].

3.2. CG(1)CG(1) AS ADAPTIVE DNS/LES

3.1.2

9

Skin friction boundary layer model

For an accurate simulation of turbulent flow a key question is how to model the effect
of the boundary layer. As mentioned earlier, full resolution of turbulent boundary
layers is not feasible, therefore numerical methods need to be complemented by an
accurate wall layer model. This model needs not only to be accurate, it also has to
be efficient and simple in order to handle large and complex domains.
For high Reynolds number turbulent flow we have chosen to apply a skin friction
stress as wall layer model. That is, we append the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1)
with the following boundary conditions:
u · n = 0,
u · τk + β −1 nT στk = 0,

k = 1, 2,

for (x, t) ∈ Γsolid × I, with n = n(x) an outward unit normal vector, and τk =
τk (x) orthogonal unit tangent vectors of the solid boundary Γsolid . This boundary
condition is an efficient and simple model with only one parameter β related to
an estimate of the skin friction. The model takes the form of the simplest wall
layer models developed already in the 1970s [28]. Furthermore it is also general, it
can handle any type of geometry without any manual fine tuning, except the skin
friction parameter.

3.2

cG(1)cG(1) as adaptive DNS/LES

Turbulent solutions fluctuate rapidly in restricted regions. These regions require a
higher degree of resolution compared to the free stream region. But an increased
resolution will also raise the computational cost. Therefore it seems natural to
increase the resolution only in these restricted regions. However, how should one
choose which elements to refine?
We base the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm on the a posteriori error estimate for cG(1)cG(1) derived in [13]. For û = (u, p) a weak solution to the NavierStokes equations, and ϕ̂ = (ϕ, θ) a solution to a linearized dual problem with a
mean value output M (Û ) = ((Û , ψ̂)), with ψ̂ a weight function we define an error
estimate:
X
|M (û) − M (Û )| ≤
EK
K∈Tn

with the error indicator
Z
N  Z
X
EK ≡
|R1 (Û )|K · ω1 dt +
n=1

In

In

Z
|R2 (U )|K ω2 dt +

|SDδn (Û ; ϕ̂)K | dt



In

for each element K in the mesh Tn where Ri are residuals of the Navier-Stokes
equations and ωi are stability weights in the form of powers of the local mesh size

10
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Algorithm 3.1: Adaptive DNS/LES
Given an initial coarse mesh T0 , start at n = 0
1. For the mesh Tn : compute the primal problem and the dual problem.
P
2. If K∈Tn EK < tol then stop, else:
3. Mark P percent of the elements with highest EK for refinement.
4. Generate the refined mesh Tn+1 , and goto 1.

and derivatives of the dual solution ϕ̂. An adaptive DNS/LES algorithm can then
be stated as in algorithm 3.1.
Another key part for efficiency in the adaptive framework of cG(1)cG(1) is the
ability to optimize the mesh according to some chosen flow quantity, represented
by the data M (·) in the dual problem.
Finally we have all the components we need to derive an adaptive finite element
solver. G2 with skin friction boundary conditions gives us the ability to simulate
turbulent flows with a simple wall layer model, avoiding resolution of the boundary layer. A posteriori error estimation together with adaptivity is a powerful tool
that we can use to derive an efficient solver, that can be used to compute a solution to a large scale problem, on workstations as well as on massively parallel
supercomputers.

Chapter 4

An adaptive finite element solver
For the adaptive DNS/LES algorithm 3.1 we wish to construct an adaptive solver
following the framework illustrated in figure 4.1. The goal here is to run the adaptive
iteration several times as illustrated in figure 4.2.
PrimalO solver

/ Dual solver

/ Error estimator

/ Mesh adaption

Figure 4.1: Overview of an adaptive finite element framework.

Therefore each component needs to run efficiently and in parallel, otherwise the
framework would have a serial section which would restrict the potential speedup
as shown by Amdahl’s law (2.2). In this chapter we derive the foundation of a high
performance adaptive finite element solver, discuss various parallelization strategies
of the key components in figure 4.1, and outline how these can be parallelized with
a minimal serial fraction.

4.1

Finite element assembly

As for most problems the parallelization strategy is often restricted by the problem
formulation. For a finite element solver this restriction comes from the assembly of
the linear system, derived from the variational formulation.
For given bi-linear and linear forms a, L and a function space V , we formulate
the abstract problem as, find u ∈ V such that
a(u, v) = L(v) ∀v ∈ V

(4.1)

Given a certain discretization T of the domain Ω we make an ansatz for the discrete
11
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Figure 4.2: Solution and mesh at time t for different adaptive iterations.

solution U as:
U=

N
X

ξj ϕj

(4.2)

j=1

where ξj = U (Nj ) and N is the number of nodes Nj in our discretization, and
ϕj are finite element basis functions. For simplicity, we here make the assumption
that ϕj is a nodal basis for the finite element space Vh ⊂ V , and we identify the
nodes Nj with the vertices of the mesh, corresponding e.g. to a piecewise linear
approximation as in the cG(1)cG(1) method. Substituting (4.2) in (4.1) we get the
following analogy of a discrete abstract problem.
N
X
j=1

ξj a(ϕj , ϕi ) = L(ϕi ),

i = 1, . . . , N

(4.3)

4.2. DATA DECOMPOSITION

13

which leads to the discrete system Aξ = b where
Aij

=

a(ϕj , ϕi )

bi

=

L(ϕi )

It follows from (4.3) that A is constructed by adding the contribution from each
element K ∈ T . Therefore one has to compute the element matrix AK
ij = a(λj , λi )
K
with element basis functions λi , and add Aij to the global matrix A. This leads to
the formulation of the general assembly algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Finite element assembly
I (local index on element) = global index, T mesh
foreach element K ∈ T do
construct local stiffness matrix AK
foreach i ∈ K do
foreach j ∈ K do
Add contribution to the global matrix A
AI(i) I(j) = AI(i) I(j) + AK
ij
end
end
end
In algorithm 4.1 the elements are processed one at a time, computing the element
matrices. Therefore, a natural parallelization would be to consider each element as
one task and then distribute the tasks among all the PEs. But is this parallelization
the most efficient? Recall from §2.2, the maximum speedup one can obtain is limited
by the serial fraction of a computation. To answer the question one has to deduce
how much of algorithm 4.1 needs to be executed in serial. Clearly each element
can be computed independent of all the others, but the update of A can only be
executed in serial due to the data dependency.
At first this might be seen as a rather pessimistic result for the potential speedup.
However, assume the matrix has m rows, and each PE is assigned a fraction m/P
of the rows. The update in algorithm 4.1 can then be executed in parallel if the
row is owned by one and only one PE. For all non local updates, that means when
vertices corresponding to i, j is not on the local PE, a serial synchronization point
is needed. Hence, for good efficiency the number of non local updates has to be
minimized. This can be achieved by a good initial data decomposition.

4.2

Data decomposition

In parallel computing the idea of data decomposition or static load balancing is
simple, namely divide the job equally across all PEs. Poor load balancing can have

14
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a significant effect on performance when several PEs are sitting idle instead of doing
useful work. In the finite element setting there is a close relationship between work
and the number of elements assigned to a PE.

Figure 4.3: An example of data decomposition on 4 PEs.

Furthermore, for distributed memory machines as in most high performance
architectures used today one also has to consider the communication. Even for a
fairly evenly divided workload, a data decomposition that does not take into account
the communication cost can have a significant effect on performance. We now leave
the communication issue for a moment and focus solely on the data decomposition
problem, which can be formulated as the partitioning problem.

4.2.1

The partitioning problem

Given a set of elements C from a mesh T , the partitioning problem for p workers
can be expressed as to find p subsets {T i }pi=1 such that:
T =

p
[

Ti

and T i ∩ T j = ∅ ,

i 6= j

(4.4)

i=1

with the constraint that the workload W (T i ) = |{C ∈ T | C ∈ T i }| should be
equal for all subsets. As mentioned earlier for finite element computation a key for
good performance is to minimize data dependencies between PEs. If we consider an
element to be a set of vertices and edges, it is natural to model data dependencies
as the edges between vertices. In order to minimize the data dependency and
communication the number of edges cut between partitions must be minimized.
This is then natural to formulate as a graph partitioning problem.
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Graph partitioning

Given a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E) the k-way partitioning problem is
to split V into k subsets {Sj }kj=1 with the constraint that the sum of the weights
should be roughly equal in each subset and the number of edges cut should be
minimized. The problem is known to be NP-complete, but there exist several good
approximation algorithms.
The least expensive geometric methods are solely based on the geometry of the
graph. For example linearize the graph with a space filling curve and try to divide
V into k equally sized subsets [24]. The method is fast, but doesn’t take into
consideration the topology of the graph, hence it does not minimize the number of
edges that are cut [30].
Spectral methods approximate the NP-complete problem into a pure linear algebra problem. The method partitions the graph based on the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of the graph’s Laplacian matrix L,
defined as:

if i 6= j and (vi , vj ) ∈ E
 −1
|Dvi | if i = j where Dvi = {e ∈ E | vi ∈ e}
li,j =

0
otherwise
This eigenvector, called the Fiedler vector does only contains values ±1, hence it
can be used to divide a graph in half, forming a base for an recursive partitioning technique [6]. However, computing eigenvalues from L quickly becomes too
expensive for larger graphs [18].
The current state of the art techniques in graph partitioning are multilevel
methods. Based on the idea of divide and conquer, a multilevel method computes
an approximation of the graph by contracting neighboring nodes. On the contracted
graph the new partitions are computed and the result is projected onto the full graph
[18]. The method is moderately cheap, it all depends on which method that is used
on the coarse approximation. A key feature here is that one can afford to use an
expensive method on the coarse approximation, one that also tries to minimize the
number of edge cuts.

4.2.3

Mesh partitioning

Graph partitioning extends naturally to mesh partitioning. However, choosing
the correct graph representation is crucial for a good parallel performance. The
naive way is to directly interpret the mesh as a graph, with the vertices as the
graph nodes V and the element edges as the graphs edges E. Using the naive
representation the finite element solver does not have any control over how the
elements are distributed. Elements might also be split into several partitions since
the partition function is defined on vertices.
In the finite element assembly algorithm 4.1, the elements are processed one at
a time. For each element, the local tensor is computed and its contribution is added
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to the global tensor. As mentioned earlier a natural way to parallelize this operation
is to assign different elements to different PEs. However if the elements are split
across different PEs, the question is which PE owns an element? And which PE
should perform the assembly? A better solution is to assign whole elements instead.
This can be achieved if we instead partition the dual graph of the mesh. Recall
that the dual graph is the graph where the nodes are the mesh elements, and edges
are placed between nodes if two elements share a common facet.
Once partitioned, the mesh needs to be represented in some way on all the PEs.
The naive way is to store the entire mesh on each PE. The partition algorithm
is then used for static load balancing, assigning elements to PEs for assembly.
This representation would of course lower the assembly time but due to the fixed
memory footprint it would not scale well for larger problems. A more natural and
memory conservative way is to use a distributed mesh representation. The entire
mesh is divided into smaller parts by the partitioning. Each PE will then have a
smaller part of the entire mesh, and the question is how to handle the overlap of
possibly shared entities. From algorithm 4.1 it is clear that a PE needs to be able
to access all entities of an element in order to compute the element stiffness matrix.
Hence, when a mesh is divided into smaller partitions we introduce an important
data dependency between PEs. How to represent this overlap is crucial in order to
achieve good scaling. If we take a too memory conservative approach, and let each
partition be a disjoint subset of the mesh, each PE would need to communicate with
its neighbour for each element it assembles on the interface between PEs. Instead
we represent the overlap with ghost entities, replicating all the needed data on each
PE. It requires more memory, but it will drastically reduce communication during
assembly.

4.3

Mesh refinement

In order to harvest the powerful potential of the adaptive cG(1)cG(1) described in
§3.2, a solver needs an efficient mesh adaption routine. For this the traditional way
is to rely on local mesh refinement, in particular edge bisection.
The general idea is to bisect elements into new elements, with the constraint
that the mesh must be free of hanging nodes, that means no vertices should be
on another element’s facet or edge. A common method is to bisect all edges in
the element, creating several new elements for each bisection (see for example [8]).
Other methods take a more conservative approach. Instead of bisecting all edges
in an element, they select one edge that would produce two new elements with
the best quality possible. For example compare the mesh quality for the simple
bisection in figure 4.4a with the longest edge bisection algorithm in figure 4.4b.
Both methods bisect elements across one edge but use two completely different
approaches in selecting the most appropriate candidate.
The simple edge bisection method bisects elements in pairs across one edge (see
for example Paper I and [15]). Another method bisects the edge opposite to its
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(a) Simple edge bisection.
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(b) Recursive longest edge.

Figure 4.4: An illustration of how drastically mesh quality can differ between
different mesh refinement methods.

newest vertex. This method is often referred to as the newest vertex approach,
described in [5]. Both of these methods have their drawbacks. The simple methods
produce meshes with inadequate quality and the newest vertex approach is rather
complex to implement with many special cases to consider, something that one
tries to avoid for code that has to perform on thousands of PEs. A more elegant
and simpler method is the recursive longest edge algorithm [25], where one always
selects the longest edge for refinement and recursively continues to bisect elements
until the mesh is free of hanging nodes.

4.3.1

Parallel mesh refinement

Mesh refinement in parallel introduces an additional layer of complexity in the
process. In the parallel setting, due to the data decomposition each PE has a
small part of the global mesh. If a new vertex is created on the shared boundary
between PEs the refinement must ensure that the information propagates onto all
the neighboring PEs and that the hanging node is removed.
A positive effect of the decomposition is that one divides the refinement processes into two distinct stages. First a bisection stage and secondly a clean up stage
where hanging nodes are removed. Furthermore, it is easy to realize that the first
stage is a local operation without any communication, hence perfect for deriving a
parallel algorithm with a natural synchronization point, algorithm 4.2.
The complexity of algorithm 4.2 can change significantly depending on which
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Algorithm 4.2: General parallel refinement algorithm
Let R bet the set of elements marked for refinement, T be the initial mesh,
partitioned into k subsets T i
1. Bisect all elements from R ∈ T i
2. Propagate hanging nodes to neighboring PEs
3. Mark elements with hanging nodes for bisection
4. If R ∈ ∅ end, else goto 1.

bisection method is used. For example consider the simple bisection method. Since
the method bisects elements in pairs, after step one there will be several hanging
nodes on the shared boundary between processors. But after the propagation step
all these nodes will be part of newly bisected elements on the receiving PE. Thus,
the shared boundary will be free of hanging nodes and algorithm 4.2 will terminate
after one exchange step.
Consider instead a refinement algorithm which does not bisect element in pairs.
After the first step the situation will be the same as for the simple bisection with
several hanging nodes on the shared boundary. However when the algorithm wraps
around on the next bisection round things will be different. Now it is not guaranteed
that the element will be bisected across the same edge as the hanging node. Hence,
in each iteration additional hanging nodes can be produced and it is not clear that
the algorithm will terminate. To make things even worse, in the parallel setting each
PE can arbitrarily change state from being active, refining, or to being idle with
no elements to bisect. So a condition for termination of the algorithm is that all
PEs are idle at the same time. It can therefore be reduced to a global termination
detection problem.

4.3.2

Distributed termination detection

An efficient termination detection method is needed in order to realize the general
refinement algorithm 4.2. A naive approach is the ring detection algorithm [31]
where PEs are grouped in a virtual ring topology, see figure 4.5. One assigned
master PE initiates termination detection by passing a vote for termination to one
of its neighbours. The neighbour then also votes for termination or no termination
and passed along the vote to the next PE. If the vote returns positive to the initiator
the algorithm has terminated. Ring termination is straightforward to implement
but since it is a serial communication pattern it will have a negative impact on the
parallel efficiency.
A more efficient method is Dijkstra’s general distributed termination algorithm
[9, 7]. Once again one of the PEs is assigned to be the master. But instead of
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Figure 4.5: Ring termination detection algorithm.

initiating termination detection by passing along a token, it detects termination by
counting messages. The master PE will initiate a task by sending work messages
to all the other PEs. Depending on the task to solve, the receiving PE can also
send more work message to other PEs, constructing an activity graph illustrated
in figure 4.6. When a PE finishes its task it sends back a done message to the PE
from which it got its work message. The master PE then signals for termination
when it has received a done message for all the work messages sent. For example
in refinement, each processor would send a work message to the PEs to which
refinement has propagated.
P0
L

P1
L

Pi


...

P2

&
Pn−1

Z


Pj

Pk

Figure 4.6: An illustration of the activity graph during mesh refinement. Solid
lines (−) represent work messages, and dotted lines (· · · ) represent done messages.
Using Dijkstra’s algorithm in 4.2, termination detection is more distributed
and hence more efficient than ring detection. However, since global termination
only can be decided by the master PE, the algorithm might suffer from a high
message contention when a large number of PEs send done messages to the master.
A more efficient termination detection strategy for parallel mesh refinement is to
include termination detection in the propagation step. This can be realized by
exchanging messages between PEs in a hypercube pattern (figure 4.7). With such a
communication pattern, termination can be detected in a truly distributed fashion
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without any central controlling PE. In Paper I we present our hypercube based
distributed termination detection algorithm.
P6
P2

P7
P3

P10

P8

P1

P15
P11
P13

P12

P5

P4
P0

P14

P9

Figure 4.7: An illustration of the 4D hypercube communication pattern.

4.4

Dynamic load balancing

A key component in any parallel computation is the balance of computational
work between all the workers. Data decomposition using graph partitioning gives
a good initial static load balancing, but if a mesh is refined the workload balance
is changed. Therefore any adaptive parallel computation needs dynamic load balancing, that means given a workload W a program should be able to adjust the
workload distribution while it is running.
We model the workload by a weighted dual graph of the finite element mesh.
Let G = (V, E) be the dual graph of the mesh, q be one of the partitions and let wi
be the computational work (weights) assigned to each graph vertex. The processor
workload is then defined as:
X
W (q) =
wi
wi ∈q

where communication costs are neglected. Let Wavg be the average workload and
Wmax be the maximum, then the graph is considered imbalanced if:
Wmax /Wavg > κ
where κ is the threshold value, often determined depending on the current problem
and/or machine characteristics.

4.4.1

Diffusive schemes

In diffusive methods, a heavily loaded PE’s vertices would move to another PE
and in that way smear out the imbalance, described e.g. in [14, 26]. For example,
consider the boundary vertices between two partitions T i and T j . If T j has fewer
vertices, boundary vertices are moved from T i to T j .
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A drawback of diffusive schemes is that they are limited to a local view of
the imbalance. When a diffusive scheme computes a new load balance, it does
not consider the global imbalance it only consider the imbalance between adjacent
partitions. Therefore if the imbalance is concentrated in a local region of the mesh,
diffusive schemes can perform poorly by only smearing out the imbalance between
adjacent partitions. Propagation to regions far away takes long, a characteristic of
diffusion processes.

4.4.2

Intelligent remapping

In order to consider the load imbalance problem globally one has to approach the
problem in a different way. Consider the graph partitioning problem where we try to
divide a graph into equal sized subsets. We know that these methods produce well
balanced partitions, and we can add weights to the dual graph to model workload.
But how to add this constraint to the dual graph such that the data movement is
minimized? This is a fairly difficult modelling problem that can be avoided.
Assume that a graph partitioner has produced new partitions T 0 from an already
partitioned mesh T . If the new partitions are assigned in such way that a minimal
amount of data is moved from the original partitions we consider the load balancing
problem solved. The idea behind intelligent remapping schemes, is to assign the
new partitions to workers in an optimal way. Since this method uses a graph
partitioning method it has a global view of the imbalance problem, and performs
better than diffusive schemes if the imbalance appears in local regions of the mesh
[27].
Start with an imbalanced workload. Repartition the dual graph with a graph
partitioner and place the result in a matrix S, where each entry Sij is the number
of vertices on PE i which would be placed in the new partition j. The goal is to
keep as much data local as possible, hence to keep the maximum row entry in S
local. If the matrix is transformed into a bipartite graph (figure 4.8) where each
edge eij is weighted by Sij , the problem can be reduced to the maximally weighted
bipartite graph problem [23].
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Figure 4.8: Example of a weighted bipartite graph and its corresponding S matrix.
Solving this graph problem is known to be expensive O(V 2 log(V ) + V E), and
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since the number of nodes V in a graph with P PEs is P 2 it quickly becomes
expensive if a large number of PEs is used. In [23] it was shown that the graph
problem can be solved in O(E) using a heuristic algorithm. Each row in the matrix
S is placed in a sorted list, a greedy algorithm is then used to pick the largest
value which belongs to an unassigned partition. In the worst case all PEs need to
send data to all the other PEs, hence E ∼ P 2 . Therefore, even the linear heuristic
becomes too expensive to solve as the number of PEs grows. In Paper I we improved
the heuristic algorithm by performing the sorting in parallel using a binary radix
sort with a runtime of O(P ).

4.4.3

A priori workload estimation

As we have seen the imbalance problem caused by mesh refinement can be efficiently solved. But at what cost? Imagine if all refined elements are located at one
PE. In that case load balancing will be fairly expensive due to the excessive data
movement that is needed. But this is not the only problem. How efficient is the
mesh refinement if executed by only one PE out of thousands? What is needed is
something that will load balance the load balancer and mesh refinement.
Remember that the workload was modelled by a weighted dual graph of the
mesh. So far we have not discussed how the graph should be weighted. Since the
entire data decomposition is based around balancing the work of the assembly processes a natural choice of weights is the amount of “assembly work” each element
contains. There are of course numerous ways to define this, due to different boundary conditions, connectivity and such, but a good and simple approximation is one
element equals one unit of work.
Now consider the case of an element that is marked for refinement. We know
that after the bisection the element’s unit of work will at least be two (since it will
at least be bisected once). If we weight the dual graph according to the workload
after a refinement and load balance before the refinement, then a more balanced
number of elements will be bisected on each PE and less data will be moved [23].
In Paper I we present our a priori predictive dynamic load balancer. The method
is based on a priori workload estimation. A dry run of the refinement processes
is used to compute the workload, which is then used as input data for the load
balancer. Once the estimated workload has been evened out the refinement process
starts to bisect elements.

Chapter 5

The FEniCS project
Writing high performance software for scientific computations is a delicate task.
These codes are often developed on an application to application basis, highly
optimized to solve a certain problem. The FEniCS open source software project
[10] seeks to automate the scientific software process. Instead of developing one code
per application one should have one general code that solves instances of problems
form a large family in an automated fashion.
In FEniCS, a solver takes the equation and discretization method as input in a
high level language close to mathematical notation. Low-level assembly functions
are then generated by a FEniCS compiler. The contribution of this thesis is to
bring high performance computing capability into the project.

5.1
5.1.1

Implementation in FEniCS
DOLFIN

The core component in FEniCS is the finite element problem solving environment
DOLFIN [21, 20], an object oriented library written in C++, containing efficient
tensor assembly and mesh representation. For solving linear systems DOLFIN
relies on state of art linear algebra packages such as PETSc [3]. In our work
[15, 16] we have modified DOLFIN to support distributed memory machines using
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [22]. We have also added new functionality to
the library such as mesh partitioning, parallel mesh refinement, checkpoint restart
and predictive a priori load balancing. These changes are available as open source
in a separate HPC branch of DOLFIN 1 .

1 https://code.launchpad.net/~njansson/dolfin/hpc
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5.1.2

Unicorn

Unicorn is an adaptive finite element solver for fluid and structural mechanics,
including fluid-structure interaction problems. It is built on top of DOLFIN as a
collection of solvers. Unicorn predates the high performance branch of DOLFIN
and the contribution from this work has been to get its solvers working in the new
parallel setting. Compared to other state-of-the-art finite element solvers [19, 4],
Unicorn is the only one with support for adaptivity on unstructured tetrahedral
meshes in parallel, with fully distributed data. The HPC branch of Unicorn is also
publicly available from launchpad2 .
The incompressible Navier-Stokes solver has the most mature parallel implementation. It serves as the basis for many large scale simulations and has been
used to efficiently solve realistic industrial flow problems, such as turbulent flow
past a rudimentary landing gear [1] (see figure 1.1).

5.2

Parallel performance

The high performance branches are written using standard ANSI C++ and pure
MPI without any vendor extensions, therefore the code is portable and has been
verified to work on several different architectures such as MIPS based Silicon Graphics Origin systems, Intel Itanium, PowerPC based IBM Blue Gene/L and the Cray
XT6m.
Much work is spent on not only making the code compile on several platforms
but also to achieve good performance. To ensure this we have derived a set of
benchmark problems for testing the most important aspects of the solver. These
benchmarks are regularly compiled and tested on several different computer architectures in order to spot any performance degradation. For most of the systems we
achieve strong almost linear scaling [17].

2 https://code.launchpad.net/~njansson/unicorn/hpc

Chapter 6

Summary and future work
In this thesis we have presented our work on adaptive finite element methods for
incompressible turbulent fluid flow, suitable for high performance parallel computer
architectures. Our adaptive framework is developed for efficient simulations on unstructured meshes, with fully distributed algorithms for assembly, error estimation,
mesh refinement and load balancing. We have shown that a general finite element
framework can be parallelized efficiently for unstructured meshes.
This work has lead us into the development of new parallel local mesh refinement methods and dynamic load balancing techniques based on a priori workload
estimation. The core part of this new work is presented in Paper I. Using the adaptive framework we have performed a large scale aero-acoustic computation of a
landing gear, the results were validated with good agreement at the AIAA BANC-I
conference, see Paper II. The efficiency of our solver has also been important in the
development of new methods for high Reynolds numbers flow, see Paper III.
As a future direction, we are going to address the problem of interconnect bottlenecks caused by the increasingly larger core counts per node. By optimizing our
solver for multicore architectures and extend it with a hybrid parallelization our
hope is that we can offload the interconnect by utilizing shared memory parallelization within a node.
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